
CONTRA COSTA SUPERIOR COURT 
MARTINEZ, CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT:   12 
HEARING DATE:   02/02/18 

 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 12 

 
NOTE PROCEDURE CAREFULLY 

 
The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day preceding 
the hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to 
request argument and to specify the issues to be argued. Calling counsel or self-represented 
parties requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by 
no later than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued. Failure to 
timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from 
arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2).) 
 
Note: In order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, Dept. 12 prefers and encourages fax or 
email notification to the department of the request to argue and specification of issues to be 
argued – with a STRONG PREFERENCE FOR EMAIL NOTIFICATION.  Dept. 12’s Fax Number 
is: (925) 608-2693.  Dept. 12’s email address is: dept12@contracosta.courts.ca.gov.  Warning: 
this email address is not be used for any communication with the department except as expressly 
and specifically authorized by the court.  Any emails received in contravention of this order will be 
disregarded by the court and may subject the offending party to sanctions. 
 
 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 12 Cases 
 
The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. If the 
tentative ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of the Court’s tentative ruling must be 
attached to the proposed order when submitted to the Court for issuance of the order. 
 

 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-02082 
CASE NAME: UECKER VS. NG 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR RESTITUTION 
FILED BY BARNEY J. NG, WILD GAME NG LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This motion was continued by stipulation to March 23, 2018.  At the parties’ suggestion, 
however, this will be handled as a Case Management Conference.  Counsel to appear 
(CourtCall acceptable). 
 

  

 2.  TIME:  10:00   CASE#: MSC17-00661 
CASE NAME: CORAZON QUEZON VS. HENRY MIJARE 
DEFAULT HEARING ON CORAZON M. QUEZON 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
[Computer has this calendared for 8:30, but it is set for 10:00.] 
 
Plaintiff to appear at 10:00 for prove-up. 
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 3.  TIME:  10:00   CASE#: MSC14-01302 
CASE NAME: FIGUEROA VS. NEWSOME TRUCKING, 
JURY TRIAL - LONG CAUSE /  10 DAY(S) 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
As the parties informally agreed at the Settlement Conference last Monday, the trial call for this 
case is continued to Monday, February 5, at 1:30 p.m. 

 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-01319 
CASE NAME: KEYS VS. BYRD 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT AND DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
FILED BY JAMES BYRD 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The hearing is continued by the Court to February 23, 2018, at 9:00 a.m., in Department 12. 
 
Plaintiff filed an opposition memorandum on January 23, 2018, one court day late.  
The memorandum makes various arguments based entirely on an opposition declaration, and 
the proof of service attached to the memorandum shows service of an opposition declaration.  
Defendant’s reply memorandum also refers to this opposition declaration.  However, the 
declaration has not been filed with the Court, and plaintiff has not provided the Court with a 
courtesy copy.  The Court’s computer docket shows that only a single document was filed on 
January 23: the opposition memorandum. 
 
The Court would be justified in ruling on this motion based on the papers that have in fact been 
filed.  In the interest of justice, however, the Court thinks it better to see what plaintiff’s 
declaration has to say, based on the assumption that the omission was a purely clerical one. 
 
Plaintiff shall file the original opposition declaration, with no changes, on or before February 9, 
2018.  All exhibits to the opposition declaration shall be properly tabbed.  (See, Cal. Rules of 
Court, rule 3.1110(f).)  No other papers shall be filed in support of or in opposition to defendant’s 
motion to set aside default.  If, contrary to the proof of service, the declaration has not been 
served on defendant, it must be served forthwith. 

 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-02082 
CASE NAME: UECKER VS. NG 
HEARING ON APPLICATION FOR ORDER FOR ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
WRIT OF ATTACHMENT  /  FILED BY SUSAN L. UECKER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This motion was continued by stipulation to March 23, 2018. 
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 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01380 
CASE NAME: HANDERMANN VS. ASBUN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO VACATE DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
FILED BY HORACIO ASBUN, LJU ASBUN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants Horacio Asbun and Lju Asbun move the Court to set aside the default judgment 
entered against them on July 17, 2017. Plaintiff Mark Handermann opposes.  The motion is 
denied. 

Brief Procedural Background 

Handermann filed the complaint in this matter on August 11, 2015. On March 3, 2016, the Court 
(Judge Spanos) signed an order permitting Handermann to serve the Asbuns by publication 
under Code of Civil Procedure § 415.50 in the Florida Times-Union.  The Times-Union 
published notices related to this case on October 3, 10, 17, and 24, 2016. 

On December 5, 2016, default against the Asbuns was entered.  On July 17, 2017, the Court 
entered a default judgment against the Asbuns.  This motion followed on November 6, 2017. 

The basis for the motion is Code of Civil Procedure § 473.5(a).  Section 473.5(a) provides as 
follows: 

When service of a summons has not resulted in actual notice to a party in time to 
defend the action and a default or default judgment has been entered against him 
or her in the action, he or she may serve and file a notice of motion to set aside 
the default or default judgment and for leave to defend the action. The notice of 
motion shall be served and filed within a reasonable time, but in no event 
exceeding the earlier of (i) two years after entry of a default judgment against him 
or her; or (ii) 180 days after service on him or her of a written notice that the 
default or default judgment has been entered. 

Section 473.5(b) says, in relevant part: 

A notice of motion to set aside a default or default judgment and for leave to 
defend the action … shall be accompanied by an affidavit showing under oath 
that the party’s lack of actual notice in time to defend the action was not caused 
by his or her avoidance of service or inexcusable neglect. 

The evidence before the Court does not demonstrate that the Asbuns’ purported lack of actual 
notice was not caused by their avoidance of service or inexcusable neglect.  

The Asbuns were already embroiled in unlawful detainer litigation with Handermann; the subject 
matter of that litigation was closely related (if not essentially identical) to this case.  Notably, 
cross-complaints are not permitted in unlawful detainer actions, meaning that if Handermann 
wanted to assert any affirmative claims, he would need to file a separate action. See, e.g., 
Green v. Super. Ct. (1974) 10 Cal.3d 616, 632. Given that starting point, and the acknowledged 
history between the parties, the Asbuns should have been alerted to the possibility of being 
served with process in connection with their dispute with Handermann. 

Dr. Asbun’s declaration demonstrates that he learned repeatedly, from multiple independent 
sources, that service was being attempted.  At the outset, although the Asbuns complain that 
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this complaint was not given to their counsel in the unlawful detainer case, they skip over the 
fact that plaintiff raised the topic of this litigation with that attorney, who reported that he was not 
authorized to accept service of process.  Clearly the Asbuns heard from their own attorney that 
this case was coming. 

At Dr. Asbun’s place of employment, he knew that service was being attempted, but although he 
was physically present, he was not served. (Dr. Asbun Dec. ¶ 5.) There is conflicting testimony 
before the Court on this point. Dr. Asbun says he checked with the legal department at his 
workplace, and was told that a process server could serve him in any public area of the hospital. 
(Id.) Mr. Wooster, the process server engaged by Handermann, says that he attempted service 
of Dr. Asbun on November 19, 2015, and was told “per legal subject is refusing to make himself 
available for service. They, as his employer cannot force him to come down.” (Wooster Dec. of 
Non-Service ¶ 1.) 

Subsequently, Mr. Wooster attempted to serve the Asbuns at their residence. His declaration 
indicates that he made nine (9) separate attempts: 

1. November 30, 2015 at 2:00 pm. 

2. December 1, 2015, at 8:40 p.m. 

3. December 3, 2015 at 7:50 p.m. 

4. December 18, 2015 at 2:43 p.m. 

5. December 19, 2015 at 10:15 a.m. 

6. December 22, 2015 at 6:28 p.m. 

7. December 28, 2015 at 3:20 p.m. 

8. January 4, 2016 at 9:05 p.m. 

9. January 6, 2016 at 5:11 p.m. 

On December 3, 2015, Mr. Wooster discovered a note left for him, apparently from the Asbuns, 
indicating that they would be out of town for two weeks. (Wooster Dec. of Non-Service ¶ 4.) The 
note demonstrates that the Asbuns were aware that an effort was being made to contact them. 
In accordance with the note, Mr. Wooster waited to attempt to contact the Asbuns again for two 
weeks (until December 18, 2015).  

There are facts in Mr. Wooster’s declaration that suggest the Asbuns were home during this 
time period. For example, on November 30, 2015, Mr. Wooster indicated that the recycling bin 
was at the street, the power was on, and there was a holiday wreath on the front door. On 
December 1, 2015, Mr. Wooster noted that the outside lights were on. Obviously, one of the 
Asbuns was home at some point between November 30, 2015 and December 3, 2015 to write 
the note that Mr. Wooster received on December 3, 2015. On January 4, 2015, the lights were 
on. (Wooster Dec. of Non-Service ¶ 4.)  

Mr. Wooster concluded that he believed the Asbuns were evading service. (Wooster Dec. of 
Non-Service ¶ 4.) 

In addition to Mr. Wooster’s efforts to serve the Asbuns, Exhibit 1 to the ex parte application for 
an order to serve by publication indicates that Handermann attempted to serve the Asbuns by 
certified mail, as is permitted by Code of Civil Procedure § 415.30, but that the Asbuns declined 
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to open the package. It was returned unopened.  Not opening one’s certified mail is either 
avoidance of service, inexcusable neglect, or both.  It is effrontery on the Asbuns’ part to 
complain that they were not served by certified mail. 

To be clear, the Court does not find that the Asbuns lacked actual notice of this lawsuit within 
the meaning of Code of Civil Procedure § 473.5(a). However, to the extent they did lack actual 
notice, the Court finds that the Asbuns’ lack of actual notice was caused either by their 
inexcusable neglect, their avoidance of service, of a combination of both. 

The Asbuns also assert that the original publication service was improper because it was 
published in the wrong newspaper – the Florida Times-Union (a Jacksonville paper), rather than 
a paper published in the Asbuns’ county of residence (such as a St. Augustine paper).  The 
argument is beside the point on this motion.  This motion is brought under § 473.5, and by the 
terms of that section, the motion fails where the absence of actual notice was due to evasion of 
service, as is true here.  The arguments about which newspaper should have been used do not 
affect that result. 

In any event, the argument fails on its own terms.  The Asbuns’ argument rests entirely on the 
fact that their residence community, Ponte Vedra Beach, is across a county line from 
Jacksonville.  That bare fact is hardly sufficient to establish that using a Jacksonville paper was 
improper; it is akin to arguing that Daly City or Sausalito are outside the publication area of the 
San Francisco Chronicle because they aren’t located in San Francisco County.  The Court may 
take judicial notice, from google maps, that Ponte Vedra Beach is a suburb of Jacksonville (a 
fact reinforced by the fact that Dr. Asbun actually works in Jacksonville), and is geographically 
closer to Jacksonville than to St. Augustine. 

The motion is denied. 

The Court also notes that both sides’ declarations fail to comply with CRC 3.1110(f) and Local 
Rule 3.42 concerning tabbing of exhibits.  Counsel is directed to review these rules and comply 
with them as to any future filings.  Failure to do so may result in rejection or disregard of 
nonconforming papers. 

 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-00099 
CASE NAME: KAO VS. CUI 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SEVER CAUSE OF ACTION 
FILED BY IRWIN KU, BETTY KU 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants Irwin and Betty Ku’s Motion to Sever the First Cause of Action for Cancellation of 
Deed is granted. 
 
It is within the discretion of the court to order a severance and separate trials of such in the 
furtherance of convenience or to avoid prejudice, or when separate trials will be conducive to 
expedition and economy.  (Code of Civil Procedure § 1048(b); see also Omaha Indemnity Co. v. 
Superior Court (1989) 209 Cal.App.3d 1266, 1271.) 
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Here, Plaintiff has alleged two causes of action – Cancellation of Deed, and Quiet Title.  Plaintiff 
transferred the subject property in 2014 to his then-wife, Defendant Xueyan Cui, as her sole 
property.  Cui sold the property in March of 2016 to the Irwin and Betty Ku, who maintain they 
are bona fide purchasers.   
 
In his Third Amended Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that his ex-wife fraudulently induced him in the 
execution of a grant deed conveying the real property located at 2837 May Road in Richmond.  
The allegations of fraud are solely against Cui.  Plaintiff must first cancel the deed and render it 
voidable before he can pursue the quiet title action against the Kus, otherwise he has no basis 
to pursue the quiet title claim.  “A deed obtained as a result of fraud committed against the 
grantor or by use of undue influence by the grantee may be rescinded by the grantor.  [Citation.]  
If a grantor is aware that the instrument he is executing is a deed and that it will convey his title, 
but is induced to sign and deliver by fraudulent misrepresentations or undue influence, the deed 
is voidable and can be relied upon and enforced by a bona fide purchaser.”  (Fallon v. Triangle 
Management Servs. (1985) 169 Cal.App.3d 1103, 1106.)  If Plaintiff cannot establish a 
fraudulent conveyance, then his quiet title claim necessarily fails.  The quiet title action becomes 
moot as there is clear and lawful chain of title from Plaintiff to Cui to the Kus.  In that event, the 
Kus will not be required to defend this action. 
 
Severing the cancellation of deed cause of action and litigating it first would promote economy 
and efficiency in the handling of the case.  Plaintiff’s rights and interests are not prejudiced and 
severance would benefit all parties in that the litigation. 
 
Plaintiff cursorily opposes this motion, arguing that the Kus mischaracterize his First Cause of 
Action as “fraud” rather than Cancellation of Deed.  This is form over substance, however, as 
fraud is the substantive basis alleged for cancelling the deed.  It does not appear to the Court 
that there is any meaningful distinction between Plaintiff’s allegations of fraud by Cui, and his 
cause of action to cancel the deed.  Moreover, § 1048(b) allows severing the trial of any issue, 
not just whole causes of action.  If there is any triable aspect to the cancellation cause of action 
other than the fraud allegations, that will be dealt with as a matter of trial management.  In any 
event there is no good reason why the Kus should have to participate in that phase of the trial. 

 

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-00099 
CASE NAME: KAO VS. CUI 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Cross-Defendant Wells Fargo’s Motion for Summary Judgment is granted.  Wells Fargo has 
met its burden of establishing there are no triable issue as to any material fact and the moving 
party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.  (Code of Civil Procedure § 437c(c).) 
 
Background Facts 
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On August 19, 2016, Xueyan Cui filed a cross-complaint against Hwa Cheng Kao and Wells 
Fargo Bank, N.A.  Against Wells Fargo, Cui alleges a claim for Slander of Title and Negligence.   
 
In 2003, Plaintiff/Cross-Defendant Kao obtained a mortgage loan for the subject property 
located at 2837 May Road, Richmond, California.  Subsequent to the purchase, Kao and Cui 
married. In February 2007, before his marriage to Cui, Kao obtained a Home Equity Line of 
Credit from Wells Fargo secured by the Property (“HELOC Loan”).  In 2012, Kao borrowed 
$40,000 on the line of credit, and Cui was aware of the HELOC. 
 
In 2014, Kao executed a grant deed transferring all of his interest in the subject property to Cui, 
as her sole property.  The grant deed was recorded on October 6, 2014, and a “correctory” deed 
was recorded on October 13, 2014.  Kao and Cui were divorced in early 2015.  In November 
and December 2015, Kao made a number of draws on the HELOC totaling $174,000.  
 
In March 2016, Cui sold the property.  By the terms of the sale, Cui was required to pay Wells 
Fargo $196,956.45, of which $174,000 represented the credit line proceeds Wells Fargo had 
allowed Kao to receive. 
 
Cui alleges two causes of action against Wells Fargo in the cross-complaint – Slander of Title 
(3rd C/A) and Negligence (4th C/A). 
 
Wells Fargo’s Motion for MSJ 
 
Wells Fargo Wells Fargo moves for summary judgment/adjudication on the ground there are no 
trial issues of material fact regarding the slander of title cause of action and the negligence 
cause of action against Wells Fargo in the cross-complaint.  Cross-Complainant Cui cannot 
establish the elements of either cause of action. As to the slander of the title cause of action, Cui 
cannot establish either the element of falsity or pecuniary loss.  As to the negligence cause of 
action, Cui cannot establish the existence of a duty of care. 
 
Standard of Review 
 
“The motion for summary judgment shall be granted if all the papers submitted show that there 
is no triable issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a 
matter of law.” Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 437c(c). “[F]rom commencement to conclusion, the party 
moving for summary judgment bears the burden of persuasion that there is no triable issue of 
material fact and that he is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.”  (Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield 
Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 850.)    
 
In reviewing the papers, the court should “construe the moving party's affidavits strictly, construe 
the opponent's affidavits liberally, and resolve doubts about the propriety of granting the motion 
in favor of the party opposing it.”  (Szadolci v. Hollywood Park Operating Co. (1993) 14 
Cal.App.4th 16, 19.)  The court shall consider all of the evidence set forth in the papers, except 
the evidence to which objections have been made and sustained by the court, and all inferences 
reasonably deducible from the evidence. (Code Civ. Proc., § 437c(c).)  “A defendant bears the 
burden of persuasion that ‘one or more elements of’ the ‘cause of action’ in question ‘cannot be 
established,’ or that ‘there is a complete defense’ thereto. (Id., § 437c, subd. (o)(2).)”  (Aguilar v. 
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Atlantic Richfield Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 850.)  The defendant may make such a showing by 
demonstrating “that the plaintiff does not possess, and cannot reasonably obtain, needed 
evidence.” (Id. at p. 854.) “If the defendant fails to meet this initial burden [of production], it is 
unnecessary to examine the plaintiff's opposing evidence; the motion must be denied.” (Zoran 
Corp. v. Chen (2010) 185 Cal.App.4th 799, 805    
 
If the moving party meets its initial burden of production making a prima facie showing there are 
no triable issues of material fact, the burden then shifts to the opposing party to make a prima 
facie showing that a triable issue of material fact exists.  (Aguilar, 25 Cal. 4th at 850.)  
 
3rd C/A—Slander of Title 
 
Cross-Complaint alleges when she sought to close escrow on the sale of the property to the Kus 
in March 2016, Wells Fargo submitted a beneficiary demand for the amounts drawn on the 
HELOC [Home Equity Line of Credit] by Kao, including the $174,000 drawn after the property 
was transferred to Cui. Cui informed Wells Fargo by letter dated February 29, 2016 that Cui was 
not liable for the credit line withdrawals, but Wells Fargo refused to withdraw its demand.    
 
“Slander of title “occurs when a person, without a privilege to do so, publishes a false statement 
that disparages title to property and causes pecuniary loss.”  (Cyr v. McGovran (2012) 206 
Cal.App.4th 645, 651.)  “The elements of a cause of action for slander of title are (1) a 
publication, which is (2) without privilege or justification, (3) false, and (4) causes pecuniary 
loss.”  (La Jolla Group II v. Bruce (2012) 211 Cal.App.4th 461, 472.)   
 

A. Wells Fargo’s Initial Burden of Production 
 

Wells Fargo moves for summary adjudication as to this cause of action on the ground that 
Cross-Complainant cannot establish that the publication of the demand for payoff of the HELOC 
loan was false.  Wells Fargo produces evidence making a prima facie showing there are no 
triable issues of material fact as to the element of falsity.  Wells Fargo produces the following 
evidence: Kao duly obtained the HELOC in 2007. (UMF No. 1 and corresponding evidence.)  
Cui was aware of the loan.  (UMF No. 3.)  Kao received the funds requested in November and 
December 2015.  (UMF No. 6.)  Wells Fargo did not receive any inquiries regarding the HELOC 
from Cui until February 2016, after the disputed draws.  (UMF Nos. 8 and 17.)  
 
Wells Fargo produced sufficient evidence to make prima facie showing there are no triable 
issues of material fact as to the cause of action for slander of title. If the moving party meets its 
initial burden of production making a prima facie showing there are no triable issues of material 
fact, the burden then shifts to the opposing party to make a prima facie showing that a triable 
issue of material fact exists. (Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield., 25 Cal. 4th at 850.)   
 

B. Cross-Complainant’s  Burden to Raise a Triable Issue of Fact 
 

“A plaintiff, in meeting the shifted burden, ‘shall set forth the specific facts showing that a triable 
issue of material fact exists as to that cause of action.’ [Citation.]…    If plaintiff fails to make that 
showing, summary judgment ‘shall be granted.’ (§ 437c, subd. (c).)”  (Chaknova v. Wilbur-Ellis 
Co. (1999) 69 Cal.App.4th 962, 974-75.) 
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Cui opposes the motion on the ground there are triable issues of fact as to whether Wells Fargo 
knew the property had been transferred to Cui in 2014.  Cui disputes Wells Fargo’s contention 
that Cui did not provide Wells Fargo with information regarding her ownership of the property.  
As evidence to raise a triable issue of fact, Plaintiff submits her declaration (¶10), her deposition 
testimony, and her response to Special Interrogatories, Set One, No. 6.   
   
Cui disputes only Wells Fargo’s UMF Nos. 7, 8, and 17.  UMF No. 7 states (paraphrased), Cui 
applied for a home equity line of credit from Wells Fargo.  Wells Fargo made a preliminary offer 
based on her stated income. Wells Fargo did not run a title report for the Property and did not 
review title records.  UMF No. 8 states (paraphrased), Cui’s letter dated February 1, 2016, was 
the first time Cui submitted a copy of the 2014 Grant Deed to Wells Fargo.  UMF No. 17 states 
(paraphrased), neither Cui nor Plaintiff ever submitted documentation to Wells Fargo of her 
ownership interest in the property prior to 2016. 
 
To dispute each these facts, Cui relies on the same evidence-- ¶10 of her Declaration, her 
deposition testimony, and her response to Interrogatory 6. 
 
Wells Fargo contends Cui’s evidence does not controvert either of these facts.  Cross-
complainant’s evidence is insufficient to raise a triable issue of fact as to as to the element of 
falsity in her slander of title cause of action.  The court agrees.  
  
In ¶ 10 of Cui’s declaration, she states in part, “I later returned to Wells Fargo in November or 
December 2015 and met with Pravie Hayer….  I brought the grant deed indicating that the 
Subject Property was my sole property, along with the divorce documents indicating Kao and 
Cui were divorced and Kao made no claim on the property.”  Wells Fargo points out that Cui 
admitted in her deposition that she did not actually give the copies of the deed and divorce 
papers to Wells Fargo.  (Foran Decl., Ex. A, p. 107:1-14.) 
 
 As to her deposition testimony, Cui does not cite to any particular portion of her testimony.  
Cross-Complainant failed to highlight relevant portions of the deposition testimony, submitted as 
an exhibit, in violation of Rule 3.1116(c).  At any rate, Wells Fargo contends her sworn 
testimony includes no factual basis to support her presumption that Walls Fargo was aware she 
was the sole owner of the property. Cui has failed to direct the court to the portions of the 
deposition testimony to support her claim that Wells Fargo had notice of her ownership of the 
property prior to February 2016. 
 
As to her response to Interrogatory No. 6, it merely regurgitates the allegations in the cross-
complaint. There is no documentary evidence that Cui informed Ms. Hayer that she was the sole 
owner of the property.  Wells Fargo has presented sworn declaration attesting to the fact that 
after thorough review of Wells Fargo’s files and business records regarding the HELOC, there 
was no documentation that Cui or Plaintiff ever advised Wells Fargo of Cui’s ownership of the 
subject property prior to February 2016.  (Penno Decl., ¶18.)   
 
Cui’s Opposition fails to contest this straightforward fact.  Instead, Cui argues both Kao and 
Wells Fargo should have known that the property was no longer owned by Kao.  (Opp., 4:10-
14.)  The only evidence of this is Cui’s testimony that she told a branch employee on one 
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occasion that she had an ownership, without giving the documentation or drawing attention to 
the HELOC.  Cui did not ask the bank employee to take any action with respect to the first lien 
or the HELOC. (Julian Decl., Exh.1, 109:6-110:1-15.)  It was the responsibility of the loan 
recipient and parties who may obtain an interest in real party (securing the loan) to inform the 
lending institutions of changes.  (Penno Decl., ¶ 5, Exh. 13.) 
 
The Opposition concedes that Cui took her interest in the property subject to all existing liens 
and encumbrances.  (Opp. 7:13-15.)  Moreover, there is nothing in the HELOC agreement that 
would permit CUI to unilaterally shut down the HELOC loan.  Also, by statute, an account holder 
of the HELOC must take steps to close the account.  (Civil Code § 2943.1.)  As a valid 
lienholder, Wells Fargo was justified in seeking payment for the HELOC loan. The demand 
payoff of Wells Fargo’s valid HELOC was therefore not false and Cui cannot sustain the claim 
for slander of title.  Therefore, Wells Fargo is entitled to summary adjudication on this cause of 
action. 
 
4th Cause of Action—Negligence 
 
Cui alleges Wells Fargo owed a duty to Cui “since Cui continued to pay Wells Fargo mortgage 
payments, distinct from the unknown credit line that Kao had maintained.”  (Cross-Complaint, 
¶30.)  Wells Fargo breached the duty by failing to disclose the existence of the line of credit.  
(Cross-Complaint, ¶ 31.) 
 
“The elements of a cause of action for negligence are (1) a legal duty to use reasonable care, 
(2) breach of that duty, and (3) proximate cause between the breach and (4) the plaintiff's 
injury.”  (Mendoza v. City of Los Angeles (1998) 66 Cal.App.4th 1333, 1339.)    
 
Wells Fargo moves for summary adjudication of the negligence cause of action on the ground 
Cross-Complainant cannot allege facts showing the existence of a duty of care.  “Duty is the 
expression of a court's conclusion that a particular plaintiff is entitled to protection.” (Mendoza v. 
City of Los Angeles (1998) 66 Cal.App.4th 1333, 1339.)  Generally, a financial institution owes 
no duty of care to a borrower when the institution's involvement in the loan transaction does not 
exceed the scope of its conventional role as a mere lender of money. (Nymark v. Heart Fed. 
Savings & Loan Assn. (1991) 231 Cal.App.3d 1089, 1096, still good law, but decided before the 
Homeowners Bill of Rights was enacted.)  Here, however, there is no evidence that Cui was a 
borrower or customer of Wells Fargo.  Even if Cui were a customer, she presented no evidence 
to suggest an exception applies to impose a duty on the financial institution.  
 
In the absence of contractual privity, California law imposes duty of care in exceptional 
circumstances. (See Biakanja v. Irving (1958) 49 Cal.2d 647.)  “It is based upon a balancing of 
factors: the foreseeability of harm to the plaintiff, the degree of certainty that the plaintiff suffered 
injury, the closeness of the connection between the conduct and the injury, the moral blame 
attached to the defendant's conduct, the policy of preventing future harm, the extent of the 
burden to the defendant and consequences to the community of imposing a duty to exercise 
care with liability for breach, and the availability and prevalence of insurance.”  (Mendoza v. City 
of Los Angeles (1998) 66 Cal.App.4th 1333, 1339.   
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Here, Cui provides no evidence or analysis of these factors.  Cross-Complainant fails to raise a 
triable issue of fact as to the existence of a duty of care owed to her, as a noncustomer of Wells 
Fargo.  The motion for summary adjudication on the negligence cause of action is therefore 
granted. 
 
Because Wells Fargo has defeated both of the causes of action asserted against it, it is entitled 
to summary judgment. 
 
Cross-Defendant Well Fargo’s Request for Judicial Notice 
 
Pursuant to Evidence Code §§ 452 and 453, Wells Fargo request the court to take judicial 
notice of the following: 

1. Ex. 1, The Deed of Trust, Document No. 2003-0159599-00. 
2. Ex. 2, The Short Form Deed of Trust, Document No. 2007-0093755-00. 
3. The Assignment record, Doc. No. 2007-0044647-00. 
4. The Full Reconveyance, Doc. No. 2016-0026045-00. 
5. The Full Reconveyance, Do. No. 2016-0056317-00. 

 
The unopposed request is granted. 
 
Cross-Complainant Request for Judicial Notice 
 
Cui requests the court to take judicial notice of the following: 
1. Ex. 5 to Declaration of Richard Penno—Wells Fargo Transaction record Kao 
2. Exh. 6 to Declaration of Richard Penno-Letter to Cui from Wells Fargo 
 
The court may only take judicial notice of the existence of these documents in the file.  It may 
not take judicial notice of the truth of matters asserted therein.   
 
Wells Fargo’s Objections to Evidence 
 Objections to Declaration of Xueyan Cui 

1. Overruled. 
2. Overruled. 
3. Sustained.  Lacks foundation and lacks personal knowledge. 
4. Sustained.  The court may not take judicial notice of the truth of matters asserted in 

these documents. 

 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01969 
CASE NAME: MICHAEL THOMPSON  VS.  OAKLEY UNION ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
FILED BY OAKLEY UNION ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion for summary judgment brought by Defendant Oakley Union Elementary School 

District (Oakley) is denied.  The motion for summary adjudication as to the first cause of action 
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for general negligence is denied.  The motion for summary adjudication as to the second cause 

of action for premises liability is granted. 

I. Background 

Plaintiff Michael Thompson, represented in this case by his guardian ad litem Samarra Taylor, 

fell from a GameTime Play System playground structure at the Gehringer Elementary School.  

At the time, he was almost seven years old.  The following facts are taken from those 

undisputed among the parties. 

The play area at Gerhardt is fenced off.  Students are not allowed inside without adult 

supervision.  The play structure consists of overhead rings/monkey bars. Below sits engineered 

wood fiber material designed to reduce damage from a fall.  Students are told in the handbook 

and verbally not to hang from the bars by their knees.  The playground structure itself is 

regularly inspected every two to three weeks.  Students had been injured on these bars four 

times since 2010, but each incident involved a student losing a hand-grip; none involved 

students hanging from their knees. 

On May 16, 2016, Michael fell from the structure after hanging from it by his knees and broke 

his neck.  (None of the teachers, nor the principal, Tawny Leonard, had seen other students 

swing from the structure by their knees.)  At the time, his teacher – Kristina Timmons – was also 

in the yard, as was another teacher, Andrea Spicer (along with her class), and a teacher’s aide, 

Megan Genosic.  In total there were roughly forty to forty-six children playing in the yard.  The 

teachers generally oversaw the children in the yard but were not assigned to specific areas.  

None of the teachers saw Michael fall.  Another student informed Ms. Timmons that Michael had 

fallen.  At the time of the fall, she was roughly ten to fourteen feet away from the structure, 

disciplining a different student for playing in the bathroom.  The staff called emergency services 

and waited with Michael until they arrived.  

The parties dispute: 1) whether the play structure was appropriate for children of Michael’s age; 

2) the application of certain Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) recommendations to 

the structure; 3) whether or not Ms. Timmons was scanning the playground at the time of 

Michael’s fall or was entirely preoccupied with the other child that she was disciplining; and, 

finally, 4) how long Michael swung by his knees from the structure before he fell.  (See 

generally, Plaintiff’s Response to Defendant’s Separate Statement, Facts Nos. 10, 34, 36, 37, 

40.) 

II. Standards on Summary Judgment 

A motion for summary judgment “shall be granted if all the papers submitted show that there is 
no triable issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a 
matter of law.” (Code Civ. Proc. § 437c(c).)  The party moving for summary judgment carries 
both the burden of persuasion and the burden of production of evidence. (Aguilar v. Atlantic 
Richfield Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 850.)  A defendant meets the burden of showing a cause of 
action has no merit by making a prima facie showing that one or more of its elements cannot be 
established – i.e., presenting affirmative evidence illustrating that plaintiff cannot prove an 
essential element – or by showing that there is a complete defense to the claim.  (Id.; Code Civ. 
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Proc. §437c(p)(2).)  “A prima facie showing is one that is sufficient to support the position of the 
party in question. [Citation.]"  (Aguilar at 851.)  Once the initial burden is met, the burden shifts 
to the plaintiff to demonstrate the existence of a triable issue of material fact. (Laabs v. City of 
Victorville (2008) 163 Cal.App.4th 1242, 1250, citing Aguilar at 850-51.)  Finally, in ruling on a 
motion for summary judgment, the court does not weigh the evidence or make credibility 
determinations.  (See Binder v. Aetna Life Ins. Co. (1999) 75 Cal.App.4th 832, 840.) 
 

III. First Cause of Action (Negligence/Negligent Supervision) 

Plaintiff’s first claim is that Oakley staff negligently supervised him.  Defendants argue that no 

triable issue of material fact exists as to either the breach of duty or causation elements of that 

tort. 

 A. Breach of Duty 

Oakley meets its initial burden of demonstrating no triable issue of material fact exists on the 

question of breach.  School districts and their employees are not insurers of the physical safety 

of their students, but have a duty to exercise reasonable supervision over students while school 

is in session. (Dailey v. Los Angeles Unified School Dist. (1970) 2 Cal.3d 741, 747; Woodsmall 

v. Mt. Diablo Unified Sch. Dist. (1961) 188 Cal.App.2d 262, 267.)  Oakley demonstrates that the 

school informed students of the policy against hanging from the bars by one’s knees, Michael’s 

fall happened in a matter of seconds, and that there was a reasonable ratio of three teachers 

supervising roughly forty to forty-six students.  (See Defendant’s Undisputed Material Facts 

[“UMF”] Nos. 30-33.) 

But plaintiff provides evidence showing a triable question of material fact exists as to whether 

the supervision provided by the school was adequate.  Lack of supervision, or improper 

supervision, may constitute negligence.  (Dailey at 747; Woodsmall at 264.)  Whether 

supervision is adequate is ordinarily a question of fact.  (J.H. v. Los Angeles USD (2010) 183 

Cal.App.4th 123, 143, fn. 10.)  Grade school children require more supervision than, for 

example, high school age children.  (See Dailey at 748.)   

Here, no teacher saw Michael fall.  (See UMF No. 38.)  Michael, perhaps like many six-year-

olds, was prone to disobeying school rules.  (Timmons Deposition, p. 38:15-24.)  He had hung 

from the structure by his knees before though no teacher had seen him.  (Thompson Depo., 

p. 40:11-22.)  On the day of the incident, Ms. Timmons’s attention was diverted by attending to 

another child for one to two minutes, though she claims to have had a direct line of sight to the 

playground and that she was still scanning the yard.  (See UMF Nos. 36-38; compare 

Declaration of Kristina Timmons at ¶ 14 [approximately one minute spent disciplining other 

student], with Timmons Depo. at p. 40:11-14 [one to two minutes].)  (Plaintiff disputes the 

assertion that Ms. Timmons was still scanning the yard as inconsistent with her deposition, 

though she was never directly asked that question.) 

Likewise, there is a dispute as to precisely how long Michael hung from the rings by his legs.  

Defendant focuses on Michael’s estimate that he hung for only two seconds.  (See generally, 

Depo. of Michael Thompson, pp. 41-45.)  That, however, is not the totality of Michael’s behavior 
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that might have caught the preventive attention of an adult.  It had to have taken him some time 

to get to the position of hanging from his knees – and if an adult supervisor had seen him in the 

process of so positioning himself, the adult might have had the best opportunity to forestall the 

danger.  These facts demonstrate triable issues as to whether the diversion occasioned by the 

other student rose to the level of negligent inattention, and whether Ms. Timmons – being at 

most fourteen feet away – could have reached Michael in time to stop him from getting into 

position, hanging from his knees, and ultimately falling. 

 B. Causation 

Oakley challenges causation on the basis that Michael hung for an insufficient amount of time 

for a teacher to do anything to stop the incident.  

Oakley meets its initial burden on the causation element.  Primarily, Oakley relies on Woodsmall 

v. Mount Diablo Unified School District (1961) 188 Cal.App.2d 262, in which the Court of Appeal 

reversed a trial court judgment holding a school district liable when one student pushed another 

into a playground basketball goal post.  The teacher had lost sight of some of the students while 

locking up the classroom.  The Court of Appeal found that the “uncontroverted evidence” 

showed that the accident would have happened regardless of whether the teacher was there – 

“…supervision would have made no difference….”  (Woodsmall at 265.)  The testimony from 

Michael indicates that he hung from the bars for approximately two seconds, establishing a 

prima facie case that more direct supervision would not have prevented the incident. 

But plaintiff again presents facts creating a triable issue.  The adequacy of supervision for a 

causation analysis varies depending on the age of the students involved.  (See Dailey at 748-

49; see also J.H., 183 Cal.App.4th at 144-46.) Ms. Timmons was dealing with another student 

when the accident occurred and did not become aware of it until another student reported it to 

her, despite the fact that she was ten to fourteen feet away with a “direct line of sight” to the 

playground.  (See Oakley’s Undisputed Material Facts Nos. 36-40.)  Even accepting for 

argument’s sake that she may have been scanning the playground, this evidence does not show 

that supervision would have made no difference if, for example, she were not attending to the 

other student.  A trier of fact could reasonably conclude that, in the one or two minutes Ms. 

Timmons spent with the other student, she could have stopped Michael while he positioned 

himself on his knees or while he was hanging, given that she was only a few yards away.  

Indeed, depending on at what point the teacher observed the problem, prevention may have 

required only a spoken order rather than going to the monkey bars for physical intervention. 

For these reasons, the motion for summary adjudication is denied as to the first cause of action, 

and as a result, the motion for summary judgment is likewise denied. 

III. Second Cause of Action (Premises Liability) 

A government actor’s liability for a dangerous condition of public property is circumscribed by 

statute, specifically Government Code §§ 830 to 835.4.  A plaintiff must establish that the 

property was in a dangerous condition at the time of the injury, that the injury was proximately 

caused by the dangerous condition, and that the dangerous condition created a reasonably 
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foreseeable risk of the kind of injury which was incurred.  (Gov’t Code §835.)  A plaintiff must 

also establish that either a negligent act of an employee in the scope of employment created the 

condition or that the entity had notice of the condition in time to take protective measures.  (Id.) 

A property condition is “dangerous” when it presents a substantial risk of injury to the general 

public when the property is used with reasonable care.  (Gov’t Code §830(a).)  “An initial and 

essential element of recovery for premises liability under the governing statutes is proof a 

dangerous condition existed.  The law imposes no duty on a landowner – including a public 

entity – to repair trivial defects, or ‘to maintain [its property] in an absolutely perfect condition.’”  

(Stathoulis v. City of Montebello (2008) 164 Cal.App.4th 559, 566 [internal citations omitted].)  

“The existence of a dangerous condition ordinarily is a question of fact, but the issue may be 

resolved as a matter of law if reasonable minds can come to only one conclusion.”  (Zelig v. 

County of Los Angeles (2002) 27 Cal.4th 1112, 1133.) 

The undisputed facts show no triable issue on this claim because the structure was not a 

dangerous condition.  Plaintiff does not dispute that the CPSC recommends that the maximum 

height of overhead rings measured from the center of the grasping device to the protective 

surface should be eighty-four inches, with no less than nine inches of loose fill wood fiber, for 

children five through twelve years old.  (See UMF Nos. 19, 20; Declaration of Brad Wong, ¶¶ 4, 

5; CPSC Guidelines, Exh. B to Oakley’s RJN, at §5.3.2.5, p. 29.)   Mr. Wong – Oakley’s expert – 

measured the distance at seventy-four inches, which is within this limit.  Plaintiff likewise does 

not dispute this in substance.  (He does not dispute the material fact asserting seventy-four 

inches, though his expert’s measurement is seventy-six inches.  Both are under eighty-four 

inches.)  Nor does plaintiff take issue with the amount of protective ground cover.  In sum, 

plaintiff concedes that the structure meets all relevant safety recommendations for a structure 

used by someone of plaintiff’s age.  Oakley meets its initial burden on the motion through these 

facts. 

In opposition, plaintiff’s expert, Ms. Hawthorne, opines that the equipment is not safe for four- to 

five-year-old children, because the distance recommended by the CPSC in such cases is sixty 

inches, not eighty-four.  It appears she is referring to Section 5.3.2.5 and its reference to 

“preschool children” of four to five years old.  (Oakley’s RJN, Exh. B, p. 29.)  But the guidelines 

provide that the distance between the rings and the ground cover for this structure was 

appropriate for children ages five through twelve, who are “grade school” as opposed to “pre-

school” children.  (See Oakley’s RJN, Exh. B, p.7 at Table 1.)  The age range of five to twelve 

encompasses kindergartners and certainly plaintiff who was nearly seven years old.  (See Educ. 

Code § 48000(a).)   

Ms. Hawthorne also asserts that the school policy against swinging on the structure ignores the 

fact that swinging is the only way to move from ring to ring once upon it.  But that does not 

speak to a specific danger of the structure when used with ordinary care.  

Plaintiff’s evidence fails to demonstrate the existence of a triable issue of fact.  The undisputed 

facts show that the structure itself was not inherently dangerous.  Accordingly, the motion for 

summary adjudication is granted as to the second cause of action. 
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IV.  Objections to Evidence and Requests for Judicial Notice 

A. RJN 
 

Defendant’s unopposed request for judicial notice of the CPSC Guidelines is granted.  Judicial 

notice is not required for out-of-state case citations, but the Court appreciates the convenience 

of providing copies.  A court does not need to take judicial notice of its own records, such as the 

complaint in this action.  

B. Plaintiff’s Objections to Evidence 
 

Plaintiff objects to the declaration of Kristina Timmons at 3:19-23, in which she states that she 

was “scanning the play yard” while disciplining another child for playing in the bathroom, as 

inconsistent with deposition testimony where she mentioned nothing about “scanning the yard.”  

This objection is overruled.  Ms. Timmons was not specifically asked if she was also scanning 

the playground while attending to the other student.  Thus, the objection does to the weight of 

the evidence, not its admissibility.   

C. Oakley’s Objections to Evidence 
 

Oakley improperly objects to items in the separate statement submitted by plaintiff, and not the 

individual items of evidence therein, which leaves the Court in the position of guessing what 

evidence Oakley objects to.  (See Cal. Rules of Ct., Rule 1.1354(b) [format of objections 

requires reference to specific evidence, e.g. precise declaration statements].)  Each of those 

objections is overruled as improper. 

However, Oakley does properly object to portions of the declaration of Kimberly Hawthorne. The 

Court rules as follows: 

Objection 1:  Overruled.  

Objection 2:  Sustained.  The witness speculates as to what school staff knew.  

Objection 3:  Sustained.  The witness speculates as to what school staff knew.  

Objection 4:  Overruled.      

Objection 5:  Overruled.  

Objection 6:  Overruled. 

Objection 7:  Sustained.  The witness speculates as to what school staff knew. 
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10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01212 
CASE NAME: AMERICAN EXPRESS BANK VS. LARK 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DEEM MATTERS ADMITTED & FOR MONETARY SANCTIONS 
FILED BY AMERICAN EXPRESS BANK, FSB 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion to deem matters admitted is granted.  The matters requested in the Plaintiff’s First 

Set of Requests for Admissions (served on or about August 30, 2017) are deemed admitted.  

Plaintiff’s counsel must lodge a proposed order with a declaration confirming that no responses 

were served prior to the hearing.  No sanctions are awarded. 

In the event that defendant has served responses prior to the hearing, no matters will be 

deemed admitted, but sanctions are awarded to Plaintiff in the amount of $360. 

 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01342 
CASE NAME: LERNER VS. SAKLAN VALLEY 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE CLAIM FOR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
FILED BY SAKLAN VALLEY SCHOOL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Motion to Strike Claim for Punitive Damages filed by defendant Saklan Valley School is 
granted, with leave to amend.  Any amended complaint shall be filed and served on or before 
February 28, 2018.   
 
The complaint alleges that plaintiff, Brian Lerner, then a 5th or 6th grade student at defendant 
Saklan Valley School, was subjected to disability discrimination after he slipped and fell on an 
outdoor sports court during recess on December 17, 2014.  Following the injury, plaintiff 
requested and was denied various accommodations.  (See Complaint, ¶ 26.)  Defendant now 
moves to strike paragraph 53 of the complaint and paragraph 5 of the Prayer, which seek 
punitive damages.   

 
Punitive damages are recoverable in actions for discrimination.  (See Commodore Home 
Systems, Inc. v. Superior Court (1982) 32 Cal.3d 211, 221; Cloud v. Casey (1993) 76 
Cal.App.4th 895, 908-09.) 

 
The rules for alleging punitive damages in a discrimination case are no different from alleging 
them in other types of cases.  The plaintiff must plead facts, not just legal conclusions, to show a 
state of mind supporting such damages.  (See Perkins v. Superior Court (1981) 117 Cal.App.3d 
1, 6 (allegation in complaint for interference with business that defendant terminated plaintiff’s 
telephone service in retaliation for plaintiff’s complaints about an inaccurate directory listing 
were sufficient to support request for punitive damages); Grieves v. Superior Court (1984) 157 
Cal.App.3d 159, 166.)  Pleading in the language of Civil Code § 3294 is not objectionable when 
sufficient facts are alleged to support the allegation.  (Perkins, supra, 117 Cal.App.3d at 6-7.) 

 
The mere allegation that an intentional tort was committed is not sufficient to warrant an award 
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of punitive damages.  (Grieves, supra (allegations which predominantly sounded in negligence, 
but also alleged battery, were not sufficient.))  There must also be circumstances of oppression, 
fraud, or malice.  (Ibid.)  “Oppression” means “despicable conduct that subjects a person to 
cruel and unjust hardship in conscious disregard of that person’s rights.”  (Civil Code 
§ 3294(c)(2).)  “Malice” means “conduct which is intended by the defendant to cause injury to 
the plaintiff or despicable conduct which is carried on by the defendant with a willful and 
conscious disregard of the rights or safety of others.”  (Civil Code § 3294(c)(1).) 

Further, when punitive damages are requested from an employer, the complaint must 
allege facts to show the employer's (1) advance knowledge of the employee's unfitness; 
(2) authorization or ratification of the wrongful conduct; or (3) personal culpability.  (Civil Code 
§ 3294 (b); Grieves, supra.)  “Moreover, a corporate employer may be liable only if the 
knowledge, authorization, ratification or act was on the part of an officer, director or managing 
agent of the corporation.”  (See Grieves, supra.) 

 
Here, the complaint alleges that plaintiff was subjected to discrimination on the basis of disability 
by defendant Saklan Valley School because he sought and was denied reasonable 
accommodations for the injuries he suffered on their premises.  (Complaint, ¶ 26, 48.)  For 
instance, one teacher denied a request to meet with plaintiff outside of normal class times and 
to limit homework.  (¶ 26 a., b.)  Another teacher refused to allow reasonable delay in taking a 
test.  (¶ 26 d.)  Another employee or teacher delayed requests to discuss reasonable 
accommodation and refused to make accommodations despite knowledge of plaintiff’s injuries.  
(¶ 26 e., f.)  This was conduct by Saklan amounting to discrimination on the basis of disability 
(¶ 48), and it was committed “maliciously and oppressively in conscious disregard for Plaintiff’s 
rights.  (¶ 53.) 

 
Most of these allegations do not allege facts showing the requisite state of mind.  The complaint 
does not allege that the teacher who refused to meet outside of normal class times and to limit 
homework did so intending to cause injury to plaintiff or in willful and conscious disregard of 
plaintiff’s rights or safety.  There are no allegations stating what that teacher knew of plaintiff’s 
condition or his rights.  The same is true as to the teacher who would not postpone a test.  The 
allegation regarding the teacher or employee who delayed requests to discuss reasonable 
accommodation comes closest to being sufficient, because it does allege that this person knew 
of the injuries. 

 
Further, none of these allegations allege enough to show a basis to impose punitive damages 
on the corporate employer.  There are no allegations as to any of these teachers or employees 
that make clear that they can bind the corporate employer for punitive damages under Civil 
Code section 3294 (b) or that there was authorization or ratification. 

 
Defendant also complains that plaintiff does not allege the dates of the various actions alleged 
in paragraph 26.  However, defendant does not cite any authority that a plaintiff seeking punitive 
damages on a basis other than fraud must allege the basis for entitlement to those damages as 
specifically as he would have to plead fraud. 

 
Defendant also argues about the clear and convincing standard of proof that will apply at trial, 
but cites no authority how that changes plaintiff’s pleading burden.  Plaintiff does not have to 
prove his entitlement to punitive damages to a clear and convincing standard on a demurrer.  
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He simply has to plead sufficient facts to show oppression, fraud, or malice and comply with 
Civil Code § 3294(b) for a corporate employer. 

 

  

12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01559 
CASE NAME: ROMAN VS. ACCLAIM MOBILITY 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
FILED BY ACCLAIM MOBILITY, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This motion was dropped. 

 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01592 
CASE NAME: GATEE ESMAT VS. ZHENUS WAHIDI 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE 5th Cause Of Action FROM COMPLAINT 
FILED BY ZHENUS WAHIDI 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The fifth cause of action in plaintiff’s Complaint asserts a claim for malicious prosecution, based 
on defendant allegedly having filed for a domestic violence restraining order (DVRO), which was 
denied at hearing.  Defendant moves under Code of Civil Procedure § 425.16 (the anti-SLAPP 
statute) to strike that cause of action.  The motion is unopposed, and it is granted. 
 
In Siam v. Kizilbash (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1563, 1571-74, the court held that as a matter of 
law, a malicious prosecution claim cannot be based on an unsuccessful attempt to obtain a civil 
harassment restraining order.  The same logic applies at least as strongly to DVROs.  Indeed, 
as the Siam court noted, all proceedings in family law are similarly exempt from malicious 
prosecution claims.  Id. at 1571-72, discussing Bidna v. Rosen (1993) 19 Cal.App.4th 27.  A 
DVRO is classified as a form of family-law proceeding. 
 
Defendant’s motion makes no mention of requesting attorney fees, and provides no evidence of 
fees incurred.  Therefore, no such fees are awarded. 
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14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01709 
CASE NAME: WIND VS. SHANE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PURSUANT TO CCP 425.16 
FILED BY ANNA SHANE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is a motion to strike pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 425.16.  In 

their complaint, Plaintiffs John Wind and Shiva Niazi assert claims for 1) declaratory relief, 

2) quiet title, 3) prescriptive easement, 4) trespass, 5) wrongful use of administrative 

proceedings, 6) defamation per se, 7) intentional infliction of emotional distress (“IIED”), 

8) negligent infliction of emotional distress (“NIED”), and 9) injunctive relief.  Defendant Anna 

Shane asserts that each of Plaintiffs’ causes of action are not actionable because they relate to 

communications subject to the anti-SLAPP statute. 

The motion is granted as to the fifth cause of action (wrongful use of administrative 

proceedings), and as to all allegations concerning Defendant’s alleged communications with the 

District Attorney, insofar as those allegations are adduced as wrongful acts constituting a basis 

for recovery.  The motion is denied in all other respects. 

Our Supreme Court described the two step process used in evaluating anti-SLAPP claims: 

The anti-SLAPP statute does not insulate defendants from any liability for claims 

arising from the protected rights of petition or speech. It only provides a 

procedure for weeding out, at an early stage, meritless claims arising from 

protected activity.  Resolution of an anti-SLAPP motion involves two steps.  First, 

the defendant must establish that the challenged claim arises from activity 

protected by section 425.16.  If the defendant makes the required showing, the 

burden shifts to the plaintiff to demonstrate the merit of the claim by establishing 

a probability of success.  

(Baral v. Schnitt (2016) 1 Cal.5th 376, 384 (citations removed) (emphasis in original).) 

Baral further clarifies that an anti-SLAPP motion may be directed to discrete allegations 

concerning protected activity, even if those allegations are mixed in particular pleaded causes of 

action with other allegations of non-protected activity.  The protected-activity allegations, 

however, must be part of the basis of a claim for relief, rather than merely incidental or 

contextual. 

Since Baral, courts have disagreed about whether an anti-SLAPP motion may still be directed to 

the overall gravamen of a cause of action or an entire complaint.  Compare Sheley v. Harrop 

(2017) 9 Cal.App.5th 1147, with Okorie v. Los Angeles USD (2017) 14 Cal.App.5th 547.  It may 

make little difference in practice, however.  If a pleaded cause of action (or an entire complaint) 

substantively rests solely on allegations of protected activity which are stricken on an anti-

SLAPP motion, the cause of action (or entire complaint) necessarily falls with the stricken 

allegations.  If a cause of action also rests on substantial allegations of non-protected activity, 
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most likely, either they will be left in place or the plaintiff will be allowed to re-allege them by 

amendment. 

The Court accordingly turns to examination, both of the particular causes of action pleaded 

here, and to the particular sets of what defendant contends to be protected activity. 

The First, Second, and Third Causes of Action 

Defendant’s motion is frivolous as asserted against the first three causes of action in the 

complaint – and hence as asserted against the complaint in its entirety. 

The second cause of action here is a straightforward one for quiet title.  The parties disagree 

about the proper boundary line between their properties, and plaintiffs seek an adjudication that 

they are the rightful owners of the 17-inch-wide strip that is in dispute.  The third cause of action, 

pleaded in the alternative, seeks to establish that even if Defendant is the owner of that strip, 

plaintiffs have established a prescriptive easement over part of it.  The first cause of action is a 

declaratory-relief counterpart of the second and third, seeking a declaration only as to the 

boundary and easement issues.  It does not seek a declaration as to anything else, such as 

Defendant’s other alleged conduct underlying plaintiffs’ tort claims. 

This part of the complaint is a straightforward property dispute between neighbors.  It has 

nothing to do with any issue of general interest, nor any judicial or governmental proceedings, 

nor any other assertion of protected First Amendment rights.  Defendant cannot transform a run-

of-the-mill boundary dispute into a SLAPP case by pointing out that she has publicly asserted 

her property rights, whether in an official setting or otherwise.  Indeed, by plaintiff’s logic, every 

quiet title case would automatically be a SLAPP candidate, since by hypothesis every quiet title 

case rests on two or more parties asserting conflicting claims as to land. 

The Fourth and Ninth Causes of Action 

The same is true of the fourth cause of action (for trespass) and the ninth cause of action (for 

injunctive relief).  The motion is frivolous as asserted against these claims. 

Plaintiffs allege that defendant physically entered onto what plaintiffs claim to be their land, 

chalking a line on the ground and threatening further trespass in the form of putting up a fence 

along that line.  Defendant admits the conduct, though she of course claims that the land in 

question is really hers.  Defendant rightly does not claim that her physical entry onto the 

disputed land, or her drawing of the chalk line, or her prospective act of building a fence, could 

constitute protected activity. 

As for the ninth cause of action, an injunction is properly a form of relief to be sought, not a 

cause of action in itself.  But as pleaded, it pertains solely to the proposed fence.  It does not 

seek to enjoin the threats of a fence – just the fence.  It is no more a SLAPP claim than the 

trespass cause of action. 

The Tort Causes of Action 
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The analysis is more complex as to the remaining causes of action in the complaint. 

The initial inquiry is whether the activity that underlies each of Plaintiffs’ causes of action 

constitutes activity protected under the statute.  Our Supreme Court described the protected 

activity prong as follows: 

A claim arises from protected activity when that activity underlies or forms the 

basis for the claim.  Critically, “the defendant's act underlying the plaintiff's cause 

of action must itself have been an act in furtherance of the right of petition or free 

speech.” . . . [I]n ruling on an anti-SLAPP motion, courts should consider the 

elements of the challenged claim and what actions by defendant supply those 

elements and consequently form the basis for liability. 

(Park v. Board of Trustees of California State University (2017) 2 Cal.5th 1057, 1062-63 

(emphasis in original).) 

And if particular alleged acts qualify as protected activity, the Court must further examine 

whether Plaintiffs have established a probability of success in basing their claims on such 

activity.  The Supreme Court described the second step in the anti-SLAPP analysis as a 

“summary-judgment-like procedure”:  

The court does not weigh evidence or resolve conflicting factual claims. Its 

inquiry is limited to whether the plaintiff has stated a legally sufficient claim and 

made a prima facie factual showing sufficient to sustain a favorable judgment. It 

accepts the plaintiff's evidence as true, and evaluates the defendant's showing 

only to determine if it defeats the plaintiff's claim as a matter of law.  

(Baral, 1 Cal.5th at 384-85.) 

1. Complaints to the District Attorney 

Plaintiffs allege that Defendant brought a complaint to the DA “for a primary purpose other than 

bringing Plaintiffs to justice; namely, she wanted to intimidate Plaintiffs and to halt their plans to 

construct the approved Proposed Addition.”  (Complaint ¶¶ 87, 90.)  They allege, and Defendant 

largely acknowledges, that Defendant claimed that Plaintiffs had conspired with their surveyor to 

concoct a fraudulent survey, which Defendant characterizes as a slow form of property theft.  

This conduct is squarely presented as the sole factual basis for Plaintiffs’ fifth cause of action 

(wrongful use of administrative proceedings), and it arguably is adduced as part of the factual 

basis for the IIED and NIED claims. 

Defendant is correct that this communication constitutes protected activity because it concerns 

possible wrongdoing made to an official government agency.  (See Chabak v. Monroy (2007) 

154 Cal.App.4th 1502, 1511 [“[A] communication concerning possible wrongdoing, made to an 

official government agency such as a local police department, and which communication is 

designed to prompt action by that entity, is as much a part of an ‘official proceeding’ as a 

communication made after an official investigation.”]; see Wang v. Hartunian (2003) 111 
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Cal.App.4th 744, 749 [“[defendant’s] statements to the police clearly arose from protected 

activity”].) 

Nor can Plaintiffs show a probability of success as to this activity, for closely related reasons.  

Defendant’s complaint to the DA was privileged because Defendant contacted the DA to report 

possible wrongdoing.  “[W]hen a citizen contacts law enforcement personnel to report suspected 

criminal activity on the part of another person[,] ... such statements are privileged ... and can be 

the basis for tort liability only if the plaintiff can establish the elements of the tort of malicious 

prosecution.”  (Hagberg v. California Federal Bank FSB (2004) 32 Cal.4th 350, 355.)  There is 

no claim for malicious prosecution here.  Thus, Plaintiffs are barred from asserting tort liability 

based on Defendant’s complaint to the DA.  (See Mulder v. Pilot Air Freight (2004) 32 Cal.4th 

384, 387 [cause of action for intentional infliction of emotional distress barred by privilege for 

communications concerning possible wrongdoing made to an official government agency].) 

Plaintiffs argue, however, that both the assertion of protected activity, and the defense of 

privilege, are defeated because Defendant’s complaint to the DA constituted illegal activity – 

meaning that she was making a false accusation, with no reasonable basis for alleging any 

collusion with the surveyor to create a fraudulent survey. 

In the first place, Plaintiffs adduce no evidence in support of even the falsity of Defendant’s 

accusation; they just assert that they are innocent of any such collusion or fraud.  (Plaintiffs’ 

brief asserts that Defendant has admitted the falsity of her accusations, which is an overreading 

of Defendant’s declaration.) 

Assuming arguendo that Plaintiffs are indeed innocent of any such acts, however (and the Court 

acknowledges that the accusation seems farfetched on its face), there is a further problem.  

Asserting that Defendant had no reasonable factual basis for making this accusation, is not the 

same thing as asserting that Defendant made this accusation knowing it to be false.  And given 

that the accusation related to facts that could not have been in Defendant’s first-hand 

knowledge (i.e., supposed collusion among three other people), it is hard to see how Plaintiffs 

could show any such knowledge, unless Defendant were to admit to it.  Defendant’s further 

assertion that Plaintiffs were engaged in slow property theft is no more than an erroneous legal 

mischaracterization of the effect of her factual accusations. 

For a plaintiff to defeat a defendant’s showing of protected activity based on the illegal activity 

exception, the defendant’s conduct must have been “illegal as a matter of law.”  (City of 

Montebello v. Vasquez (2016) 1 Cal.5th 409, 424 (emphasis in original).)  “The defendant must 

concede the point, or the evidence conclusively demonstrate it, for a claim of illegality to defeat 

an anti-SLAPP motion at the first step.”  (Id.)  

Here, Defendant has not conceded that the conduct in question was illegal.  Further, the 

evidence does not conclusively establish that Defendant’s conduct was illegal as a matter of 

law.  Under the Penal Code, “[e]very person who reports to any … district attorney, or a deputy 

district attorney that a felony or misdemeanor has been committed, knowing the report to be 
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false, is guilty of a misdemeanor.”  (Penal Code § 148.5(a) (emphasis added).)  A factual 

dispute still exists as to whether Defendant submitted the police report knowing it to be false. 

Plaintiffs (and the Court) must tread gingerly here.  If a person incurs potential tort liability by 

making a dubious – but not outright mendacious – report to law enforcement, then persons may 

be deterred from reporting even genuine claims, out of fear that a judge or jury might find 

against them later.  Preventing that kind of deterrence is the fundamental purpose of both the 

privilege of § 47, and the anti-SLAPP law as applied to such reports.  The law prefers to deal 

with such unmeritorious or borderline accusations by allowing the DA or police to examine and 

reject them on their merits – not by penalizing the accusers in tort. 

Defendant also argues that the fifth cause of action is barred by limitations, a point not directly 

addressed by Plaintiffs.  The Court need not reach the point. 

Accordingly, the motion is granted as to any allegations in the complaint concerning Defendant’s 

report to the DA, and more particularly as to the fifth cause of action which rests entirely on that 

report as the asserted tortious act. 

The Court expresses no view as to whether, in a subsequent pleading, Plaintiffs might be 

allowed to adduce the report to the DA, not as the basis for a claim for relief (as it clearly is in 

the present complaint), but as incidental or contextual.  For example, if Plaintiffs continue to 

allege a defamation claim based solely on the false assertion of a current criminal investigation, 

it is difficult to see how that could be done without identifying the origin, scope, and disposition 

of that investigation.  The basis for the claim, however, would be the later assertion that the 

investigation was still ongoing, not the instigation of the investigation in the first place. 

2.   The Alleged Defamatory Statement 

Plaintiffs’ sixth cause of action, defamation, rests entirely on Defendant’s alleged statement that 

Plaintiffs were the subject of an open criminal investigation.  The statement was allegedly made 

in an e-mail sent to Maureen Toms and Daniel Barrios of the County, County Supervisor John 

Gioia, his assistant Kate Rauch, and copied Thomas Peele of the Bay Area News Group.  

(Complaint ¶ 46.)  In fact, Plaintiffs allege, Defendant was aware that the DA had closed the 

criminal investigation, finding no criminal activity.  This allegation is also apparently included in 

the asserted factual bases for the IIED and NIED claims. 

The Court is unconvinced that this statement was protected activity.  Section 425.16(e) defines 

protected activity as follows: 

As used in this section, “act in furtherance of a person’s right of petition or free 

speech under the United States or California Constitution in connection with a 

public issue” includes: (1) any written or oral statement or writing made before a 

legislative, executive, or judicial proceeding, or any other official proceeding 

authorized by law, (2) any written or oral statement or writing made in connection 

with an issue under consideration or review by a legislative, executive, or judicial 

body, or any other official proceeding authorized by law, (3) any written or oral 

statement or writing made in a place open to the public or a public forum in 
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connection with an issue of public interest, or (4) any other conduct in furtherance 

of the exercise of the constitutional right of petition or the constitutional right of 

free speech in connection with a public issue or an issue of public interest. 

This statement was alleged to have been made in September 2015.  At that point, neither the 

administrative proceeding concerning Plaintiffs’ building permit, nor the DA’s short and abortive 

criminal investigation, was still pending – ruling out parts (1) and (2) of this definition.  The e-

mail was not made in any public forum.  Nor, in the Court’s view, was there any “issue of public 

interest”.  At this point, all that remained was a bilateral dispute between Plaintiffs and 

Defendant as to both their property boundary, and Plaintiffs’ proposed addition.  That is not a 

subject of general public interest.  Granted, it may be said that in contacting Supervisor Gioia 

and his staff, Defendant was trying to recruit the help of a public official in her private dispute, 

and thus might be characterized as a form of informal petition for redress.  That, however, is not 

enough to bring this e-mail within the statutory definition, where the topic on which she sought 

the Supervisor’s help was neither an official proceeding, nor in connection with an official 

proceeding, nor in connection with a public issue or an issue of public interest.  A citizen asking 

for a Supervisor’s help concerning a water bill or a rude neighbor, for example, would not be a 

public issue even though the citizen is “petitioning” for help from a public official.  A private 

boundary dispute stands no different. 

Defendant argues that this issue was public because it could affect the property rights of other 

nearby property owners – a point addressed below.  But in any event, that is not what this e-mail 

was about. 

Defendant also contends that the defamation claim has no probability of success because it is 

barred by limitations.  That point can be raised, if necessary, by demurrer or otherwise.  It may 

not be necessary, because Plaintiffs’ brief vaguely acknowledges the problem and proposes to 

amend to eliminate any time-barred claims.  But on the present motion, the Court does not 

reach probability of success unless it has first determined that the allegation relates to protected 

activity.  Here, it does not.  (And, further, the one-year limitations on defamation may not 

necessarily affect the use of this alleged defamatory statement in support of other tort claims 

with longer limitations periods.) 

3.  Statements Made on the Internet 

 

Plaintiffs further alleges that Defendant wrote multiple posts on Nextdoor.com in connection with 

the property dispute, stating that Plaintiffs were seeking to appropriate Defendant’s and 

adjoining neighbors’ property.  (Complaint ¶ 45.)  The Court frames its analysis of this issue 

under § 425.16(e)(3): 

As used in [section 425.16] “act in furtherance of a person’s right of petition or 

free speech under the United States or California Constitution in connection with 

a public issue” includes . . . any written or oral statement or writing made in a 

place open to the public or a public forum in connection with an issue of public 

interest.   
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The Court first finds that Defendant’s statements were made in a public forum because they 

were made on a website accessible to the public.  (See Barrett v. Rosenthal (2006) 40 Cal.4th 

33, 41 [“Web sites accessible to the public . . . are ‘public forums’ for purposes of the anti-

SLAPP statute.”]; Huntingdon Life Sciences, Inc. v. Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty USA, Inc. 

(2005) 129 Cal.App.4th 1228, 1247 [online statements were “accessible to anyone who chooses 

to visit the site, and thus they ‘hardly could be more public’”].)   

The Court, however, is not convinced that these statements concerned an issue of public 

interest.  “Section 425.16 does not define ‘public interest,’ but its preamble states that its 

provisions ‘shall be construed broadly’ to safeguard “‘the valid exercise of the constitutional 

rights of freedom of speech and petition for the redress of grievances.’”  (Nygard, Inc. v. Uusi-

Kerttula (2008) 159 Cal.App.4th 1027, 1039.)  “[T]he issue need not be “significant” to be 

protected by the anti-SLAPP statute—it is enough that it is one in which the public takes an 

interest.”  (Id. at 1042.) 

Again, the heart of this matter was a bilateral dispute between neighbors over where their land 

boundary lies, and over Plaintiffs’ proposed addition to their house.  That in itself is not an issue 

of public concern.  Defendant argues that it became public when she asserted to the neighbors 

that Plaintiffs’ property claim would have a domino effect on the property boundaries of other 

owners on the same block.  That is an expansion of the scope of the issue – but as expanded, it 

still relates only to the disputed property rights of a small and limited number of people.  That, in 

the Court’s view, is different from something of broader public interest, such as placement of a 

battered women’s shelter in the neighborhood, or the presence of a registered sex offender.  

(Cf. Averill v. Superior Court (1996) 42 Cal.App.4th 1170, 1175; Cross v. Cooper (2011) 197 

Cal.App.4th 357, 383.  It is a close call, but the Court does not think that expanding the group of 

properties affected from two houses, to an unspecified but small number of other houses, 

constitutes “the public”. 

A finding that this was not a subject of public interest, the Court notes, may or may not end up 

bearing on whether these alleged statements were substantively actionable as a matter of tort 

law.  Even in a purely private dispute, the Court has some skepticism about whether one may 

be sued for telling the neighbors that the private dispute implicates their private interests too, 

especially if the speaker has a good-faith belief that that is true.  But substantive-law arguments 

are a topic for another day and another motion.  At this time the Court is simply acting on the 

present anti-SLAPP motion. 

4.  The IIED and NIED Causes of Action 

 

It follows that the motion must fail as directed to the seventh and eighth causes of action, for 

IIED and NIED.  The Court is striking the allegations of the complaint to the DA insofar as they 

form the basis for any claims for relief.  Hence, Plaintiffs cannot allege or adduce those facts as 

acts inflicting emotional distress.  However, on this motion the Court does not strike the 

allegations of the assertedly defamatory statement about an open criminal investigation, nor the 

allegations concerning communications on the internet.  Moreover, these causes of action also 
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rest on other alleged conduct that Defendant does not argue to be protected activity – such as 

her trespass, her threat to build a fence, or her e-mails sent directly to Plaintiffs. 

Evidentiary Matters 

Defendant’s objections to Plaintiffs’ evidence on grounds of hearsay and lack of authentication 

are overruled. 

Plaintiffs’ request for judicial notice is denied.  None of the matters sought to be noticed are 

relevant to the present motion.  If they were relevant, moreover, they are identified and attested 

to by Wind’s declaration.  They are not noticeable in the sense of accepting them as proof of the 

truth of anything stated in the documents. 

Other Matters 

Plaintiffs comment that they wish to amend the complaint to deal with possible limitations 

issues.  They should in any event amend to address the Court’s rulings above, striking one of 

their causes of action and one area of allegations.  Plaintiffs should file and serve an amended 

complaint by February 28, 2018. 

The present motion makes a point of not requesting any award of attorney fees or costs at this 

time.  The Court expresses no view as to whether Defendant may seek such an award by a 

subsequent, follow-on motion, as she proposes. 

 

  

15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL17-03279 
CASE NAME: AMEX VS. JAVIER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DEEM MATTERS ADMITTED & FOR MONETARY SANCTIONS 
FILED BY AMERICAN EXPRESS CENTURION BANK 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Off calendar.  There is no proof of service of this motion. 

 

  

16.  TIME:  9:01   CASE#: MSC17-01220 
CASE NAME: STATE FARM VS. MILLER 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING RESPONSE TO FORM INTERROGS. 
FILED BY STATE FARM MUTUAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
In its prior tentative the Court stated: “Plaintiff’s counsel should advise the Court whether 
it still has a meaningful need for interrogatory responses in light of the prospective order 
deeming matters admitted (line 11).  The Court further notes that, according to the Court’s 
minutes, defendant has informally admitted in open court she was at fault (as the Court’s 
minutes reflect).”  The Court has received nothing from plaintiff, and thus assumes that these 
interrogatories are now superfluous.  The motion is therefore dropped off calendar. 
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17.  TIME:  9:02   CASE#: MSC14-02082 
CASE NAME: UECKER VS. NG 
HEARING ON MOTION TO SET ASIDE RIGHT TO ATTACH ORDER 
FILED BY BARNEY J. NG, WILD GAME NG LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This motion was continued by stipulation to March 23, 2018. 

 

  

18.  TIME:  9:02   CASE#: MSC16-01297 
CASE NAME: EAST COUNTY VS. ANTIOCH UNIFIED 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS FILED BY ANTIOCH 
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion for judgment on the pleadings filed by defendant Antioch Unified School District is 

denied. 

A. Background. 
 
Plaintiff has received complaints from its members since 2004 that the District engages in a 
pattern and practice of discriminating against African American students in disciplinary and 
special education policies and practices.  (Complaint, ¶¶ 1, 2.)  Prior complaints led to 
settlements between the District and other parties in 2009 and 2010.  (¶ 3.)  Plaintiff continued 
to receive complaints even after those settlements, so it presented the District with a request for 
a structured settlement in 2013.  (¶ 4.) 

 
After more than a year of negotiations, the parties entered into an Interim Settlement Agreement 
in March 2015.  Under the terms of the Agreement, at its own cost, the District is required to 
retain certain experts in the fields of school discipline, special education, and psychology to 
investigate plaintiff’s claims.  (¶ 5.)  The Agreement requires the District to cooperate in good 
faith with the experts, provide them necessary data, and facilitate the cooperation of teachers, 
school administrators, and other staff.  (See ¶ 52.).  The Agreement calls for the experts’ reports 
and recommendations to be completed by December 31, 2015.  (Ex. A to Complaint, 
Agreement, ¶ 5.1.)  The parties agreed to meet and confer after review of the experts’ reports to 
negotiate a final settlement in good faith within the parameters of the expert recommendations.  
(Ex. A, ¶ 5.2.)  If the parties do not reach a final settlement, plaintiff can exercise all available 
options.  (Exhibit A, ¶ 5.2.) 
 
The Complaint alleges that the District began undermining the Agreement, eventually changed 
attorneys, and ultimately repudiated the Agreement.  (Complaint, ¶¶ 52, 53, 57, 58, 61, 82, 95.) 
 
The District has evidently changed its mind about the approach embodied in the Interim 
Settlement Agreement and seeks to get out of that agreement – presumably understanding that 
the alternative to carrying out that agreement is almost certainly a lengthy and expensive 
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litigation over the same subject matter.  If the District had valid legal grounds for invalidating the 
contract it had signed (and used to defer the commencement of that threatened litigation), that 
would be the District’s choice to make.  But the District has no such grounds. 
 

B. Analysis. 
 

The District raises a number of arguments why the Interim Settlement Agreement cannot be 
enforced. 

 
1. Civil Code section 3390. 

 
A. Agreements for personal services. 

 
Civil Code § 3390 provides a list of agreements that cannot be specifically enforced.  One of 
them is subdivision (b), “An obligation to employ another in personal service.”  The District 
argues that the Interim Settlement Agreement falls within the scope of this provision because 
the Agreement requires the District to employ five specific experts to conduct the audit, and that 
the work of these experts qualifies as “personal service”. 

 
However, a review of the authorities the District cites demonstrates critical distinctions between 
the situation here and the one contemplated by Civil Code § 3390.  First, all the cases the 
District cites denying specific performance on the basis of § 3390(b) were brought by employees 
providing personal services.  (See Rautenberg v. Westland (1964) 227 Cal.App.2d 56 (buyer 
agreed to provide personal services for seller’s corporation); Coykendall v. Jackson (1936) 17 
Cal.App.2d 729, 731.)  Here, neither party is the employee. 

 
Second, plaintiff is not seeking to force the District to hire the experts.  The District has 
apparently already done so.  Rather, Plaintiffs seek to force the District to provide the experts 
the information and cooperation the District agreed to provide.  (See Englert v. IVAC Corp. 
(1979) 92 Cal.App.3d 178 (employee could specifically enforce agreement (“Englert is not trying 
to enforce an employment contract; rather, he is trying to recover securities which he pledged 
for a debt and which allegedly are being wrongfully withheld from him”).) 

 
Third, plaintiff’s lawsuit does not offend any of the policies that underlie Civil Code § 3390(b).   
These policies are:  (a) the difficulty the courts would encounter in supervising the performance 
of uniquely personal efforts; (b) the Thirteenth Amendment's prohibition of involuntary servitude; 
and (c) the friction and social costs that often result when employer and employee are reunited 
in a relationship that has already failed.  (Barndt v. County of Los Angeles (1989) 211 
Cal.App.3d 397, 403.)   None of these policies is of concern here.  This lawsuit does not 
concern the adequacy of the experts’ report, but the adequacy of the District’s compliance with 
its promise to assist the experts.  Also, there is no issue of involuntary servitude.  The experts 
apparently already agreed to be hired.  Finally, there is no suggestion that the relationship 
between the District and the experts is failing because of any personal animosity or friction, only 
that the District’s Agreement with plaintiff is failing because the District undermined and later 
repudiated the Agreement. 

  
In its broad outlines, the Agreement varies little from an agreement by adversaries to arbitrate 
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their disputes before a specified alternative dispute resolution provider.  There is no question 
that such an agreement can be specifically enforced as between those parties (see Code of 
Civil Procedure §§ 1281, 1281.2), even though the arbitrator presumably has the right to turn 
down the work.   
 

B. Agreement to procure consent of third party. 
 

The District also relies on subdivision (d) of § 3390, which states that another type of agreement 
that may not be specifically enforced is “An agreement to procure the act or consent of ...  any 
other third person.”  The District argues that the Interim Settlement Agreement falls within this 
subdivision because it requires the District to cooperate with the experts and seek the 
cooperation of teachers, administrators, and other staff.   

 
Where the defendant's performance depends on the consent or approval of one not a party to 
the contract who is free to withhold his consent, specific performance of the contract will not be 
decreed where it does not appear that such consent or approval has been or can be obtained, 
or where it appears that such consent or approval is withheld or refused or has become 
impossible.  (Casady v. Modern Metal Spinning & Mfg. Co. (1961) 188 Cal.App.2d 728, 731 
(specific performance could not be decreed to force a corporation that was not a party to the 
marital settlement agreement to transfer stock shares to wife).)   
 
Many contracts require or assume the cooperation of third parties, but that does not make them 
all incapable of being specifically enforced.  (See Bleecher v. Conte (1981) 29 Cal.3d 345, 354-
54 (term of the contract requiring city approval of plans as a condition precedent to the close of 
escrow did not render the contract incapable of specific performance).  There is no proof on this 
motion for judgment on the pleadings that the cooperation of the experts or of the teachers, 
administrators, and other staff cannot be obtained. 

 
The District cites no case law in support of its claim that an agreement to employ experts and “to 
work in good faith to make administrators and teachers available for participation” (Ex. A to 
Complaint, ¶ 3.3.d.) is an agreement to “procure the ... consent ... of any ... third person.”  (Civil 
Code § 3390(d). 
 

C. Agreements not sufficiently certain to be specifically enforced. 
 
Finally, the District cites subdivision (e) of § 3390, which states that another type of agreement 
that may not be specifically enforced is “An agreement, the terms of which are not sufficiently 
certain to make the precise act which is to be done clearly ascertainable.”  The District focuses 
on provisions such as that the District agreed to:  “cooperate with reasonable requests for 
information in a timely fashion”; “consult” and “collaborate” with the experts; work in “good faith” 
with the experts towards obtaining consent of third-party teacher and administrators to 
participate in interviews and the survey; and “facilitate” communications with teachers and 
administrators. 

 
The current view of the law concerning this subdivision of § 3390 is stated by Patel v. 
Liebermensch (2008) 45 Cal.4th 344: 
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The equitable remedy of specific performance cannot be granted if 
the terms of a contract are not certain enough for the court to 
know what to enforce. (Civ. Code, § 3390, subd. 5; Buckmaster v. 
Bertram (1921) 186 Cal. 673, 676 [200 P. 610].) However, “ ‘ “[t]he 
law does not favor but leans against the destruction of contracts 
because of uncertainty; and it will, if feasible, so construe 
agreements as to carry into effect the reasonable intentions of the 
parties if [they] can be ascertained .... 

 
The District argues that there are two sets of obligations, both of which are too uncertain to be 
specifically enforced:  (1) the provisions telling the District to work with the experts; and (2) the 
provisions calling for the parties to negotiate a possible final settlement agreement.  Plaintiff 
argues that the first set of provisions are sufficiently certain to be specifically enforced, and the 
second are not at issue here and can be severed if necessary. 

 
Each side cites cases favorable to its position.  However, the court finds the cases cited by 
plaintiff to be the more current and persuasive.   

 
Plaintiff cites the following:  Patel, supra (option agreement to purchase property could be 
specifically enforced even though the time to close escrow was not specified; the escrow period 
is not a necessary term in a contract of sale, and the “time of payment” is a contract term 
determinable by implication as a matter of law); Herman v. County of Los Angeles (2002) 98 
Cal.App.4th 484 (agreement between a county and a transportation authority that they would 
meet and reach mutual agreement on the placement of former transportation authority police 
officers who did not pass the sheriff's review process after the authority abolished its police force 
and contracted with the county for police services, was not too uncertain to be specifically 
enforced; the officers who passed the review process would be hired as deputy sheriffs at the 
same rank and no less salary than they had under the transportation authority; those who did 
not pass it would be hired by the transportation authority or the County in some capacity 
mutually agreed upon by the two agencies); Elite Show Services, Inc. v. Staffpro, Inc. (2004) 
119 Cal.App.4th 263 (agreement to pay “reasonable” attorney’s fees was sufficiently certain to 
be specifically enforced); Bowers v. Raymond J. Lucia Cos. (2012) 206 Cal.App.4th 724 
(agreement to hold a full-day mediation, at the end of which the mediator could make a binding 
award within a specified range if the mediation failed, was sufficiently certain to be specifically 
enforced). 

 
On the other hand, the District cites three cases from before 1935 and one federal district court 
case.  Janssen v. Davis (1934) 219 Cal. 783, 787, does not support the District’s position 
because  the court there actually held that a contract for the sale of land and the construction of 
a house was sufficiently certain to be specifically enforced even though the plans and 
specifications were not fully agreed upon when the price was fixed.  The court ruled against the 
plaintiff for different reasons.   

 
In Pascoe v. Morrison (1933) 219 Cal. 54, 55, the plaintiff sued to reform the contract and, as 
reformed, to specifically enforce it.  On these facts, it was clear that without reformation the 
contract was missing terms that made specific performance unavailable, and the court never 
even discussed the specific terms that were missing (“Appellant does not contend that the 
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agreement as executed is capable of specific performance”). 
 
In Durst v. Jolly (1917) 35 Cal.App. 184, the court held that a lease was too uncertain to be 
specifically enforced where it did not contain rates of payment or the date that the lease was to 
begin.  That case is distinguishable from the instant one because key terms were not specified 
there.  Here, the District’s obligations are specified:  it must hire experts at its own expense to 
conduct a study of its special education practices.  Most of the terms the District points to as 
uncertain merely reflect the bargained-for reality that the audit will require the parties to work 
with each other, and with third parties, in good faith to conduct it. 

 
To be sure, there may be factual questions in the future whether the District has adequately 
performed.  But this does not mean that the court should determine in advance, as a matter of 
law, that the Agreement cannot be specifically enforced.  Every contract contains an implied 
obligation of good faith and fair dealing.  To rule that the presence of the words “in good faith” 
renders a contract too uncertain to be enforced would mean every contract is too uncertain to be 
specifically enforced.  The same is true as to terms like “reasonable” and “timely.”  For instance, 
that consent is not to be unreasonably withheld is a common term in various types of contracts, 
but the District has not cited cases stating that such contracts cannot be specifically enforced.  
Further, when a time is not set for performance, the law implies a reasonable time (Civil Code § 
1657), so words such as “reasonable” or “timely” do not categorically render a contract too 
uncertain to be specifically enforced. 

  
That the cases the District cites are so old may be reflective of a general evolution in the law in 
favor of enforcing contracts.  For instance, the District cites Janssen v. Davis, supra, 219 Cal. 
783, 787, for the proposition that “the degree of certainty required in an equity action is much 
greater than is required in an action at law.”  However, the holding of Janssen against the 
plaintiff was based on an entirely different ground – the lack of evidence to support some of the 
trial court’s findings.  Further, it appears that Janssen was last cited by any court for the general 
proposition that much greater certainty is required for specific performance than for damages in 
1944 in Mills v. Skaggs (1944) 64 Cal.App.2d 656, 658.  Mills also cited the 1939 California 
Supreme Court case of Long Beach Drug Co. v. United Drug Co. (1939) 13 Cal.2d 158, 171.  
Long Beach Drug denied specific performance because a court will not order specific 
performance “when the duty to be performed is a continuous one extending possibly over a long 
period of time, and which, in order that the performance may be made effectual, will necessarily 
require constant personal supervision and oversight of it by the court.”  (Ibid.) 
 
However, this thinking was questioned in Husain v. McDonald's Corp. (2012) 205 Cal.App.4th 
860, 871, fn. 5, which said, “According to Witkin, [such cases exemplify] the ‘archaic doctrine’ 
that contracts requiring court supervision must be denied specific performance, which has been 
superseded by modern case law recognizing that specific performance is available whenever it 
is practically feasible. (13 Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law (10th ed. 2005) Equity, § 45, p. 337 ....”  
Further, on the direct question whether more certainty is required for specific performance than 
for damages, Witkin states, “It has been suggested ... that this rule is of doubtful practical 
significance, for in the large majority of California cases in which the rule is invoked the contract 
was also too uncertain to support an action for damages.”  (13 Witkin, Summary of California 
Law (11th Ed. 2017), Equity, § 45, p. 330-31; see also Hennefer v. Butcher (1986) 182 
Cal.App.3d 492, 500, fn. 4.)   
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As for the one modern authority the District cites, it came out of a federal trial court.  The 
statements the court made there about specific performance were not accompanied by any 
analysis.  Further, they were not even necessary because the court first held that the contract 
had been terminated and specific performance was not available for that reason.  (Colonial Life 
& Accident Ins. Co. v. Stentorians-L.A. County Black Fire Fighters, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
26429.)   

 
Federal trial court decisions are not binding on this court.  (Allegretti & Co. v. County of Imperial 
(2006) 138 Cal.App.4th 1261, 1274.)  The court chooses not to follow Colonial Life. 

 
2.  Severability. 

  
The District argues the entire Agreement fails, because it is only an unenforceable agreement to 
agree and the provisions concerning the study are not severable.  The District argues, “The only 
purpose of the expert’s evaluation is to serve as an opening basis for future negotiations 
between the parties.  Therefore, the two parts of the Interim [Settlement] Agreement are not 
severable ....”  The court disagrees.   
 
Whether a contract is severable or entire is a question of interpretation, depending upon the 
intent of the parties.  (Sweet v. Watson's Nursery (1937) 23 Cal.App.2d 379, 382.)  Where 
several things are to be done under a contract, if the money consideration is apportioned to 
each of the items to be performed, the covenants are ordinarily regarded as severable and 
independent.  (Ibid.)  “Where a contract has several distinct objects, of which one at least is 
lawful, and one at least is unlawful, in whole or in part, the contract is void as to the latter and 
valid as to the rest.”  (Civil Code § 1599; see also Marathon Entertainment, Inc. v. Blasi (2008) 
42 Cal.4th 974 (manager’s compensation agreement with actress might be partially enforceable 
even if manager was, in part, providing talent agency services without a license; thus summary 
judgment was denied).)   

 
The purpose in severing or restricting illegal terms rather than voiding the entire agreement is to 
prevent parties from gaining undeserved benefit or suffering undeserved detriment and to 
conserve a contractual relationship if to do so would not be condoning an illegal scheme.  
(Benjamin, Weill & Mazer v. Kors (2011) 195 Cal. App.4th 40, 59.) 

 
For purposes of this motion, the intent of the Agreement is to be determined from the face of the 
Agreement and the reasonable interpretation given to it by the complaint.  (See L.B. Research & 
Education Foundation v. UCLA Foundation (2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 171, 178-79; see Aragon-
Haas v. Family Security Ins. Services, Inc. (1991) 231 Cal.App.3d 232, 239.) 
 
It appears to the court that the Agreement may have several purposes.  One is hopefully to lead 
to an overall settlement.  Another, however, is to avoid the cost of competing sets of experts, 
and of legal fees, until a preliminary analysis of potential liability is completed.  No doubt it is 
true that the contracting parties aspired to use the results of the study to reach an ultimate 
resolution of the overall dispute.  It does not follow, however, that the study is pointless unless it 
leads to the settlement, any more than an agreement to perform diagnostic tests on a patient 
are pointless unless there is further agreement on the treatment and cure.  The parties clearly 
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contemplated that they needed to know whether the alleged discrimination problem really exists, 
and if so, what its scope and causes are, in order to talk about how to resolve the problem.  The 
aspirational nature of the agreement to negotiate a settlement does not detract from the 
concrete and useful nature of the agreed foundational work of the study. 

 
If the court held that the evaluation provisions were not severable from the final settlement 
provisions, the District would gain an undeserved benefit – avoiding a valid Agreement 
supported by consideration.  The District entered into the Agreement with open eyes and for a 
purpose that made sense at the time.  Presumably it gauged its immediate costs in defending 
this lawsuit to exceed the costs of conducting the evaluation.  The District should not be 
permitted to avoid the Agreement simply because it has changed its mind. 

 
3. Declaratory Relief. 

 
The District argues that the cause of action for declaratory relief should be dismissed on the 
same basis as the cause of action for specific performance.  Because the court has ruled 
against the District on the latter, it also rules against the District on the former. 
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